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ABSTRACT
Automatically describing the content of an image is a fundamental problem in artificial intelligence that connects computer vision and natural language processing. In contrast
to the previous image description methods that focus on
describing the whole image, this paper presents a method
of generating rich image descriptions from image regions.
First, we detect regions with R-CNN (regions with convolutional neural network features) framework. We then utilize the RNN (recurrent neural networks) to generate sentences for image regions. Finally, we propose an optimization method to select one suitable region. The proposed
model generates several sentence description of regions in
an image, which has sufficient representative power of the
whole image and contains more detailed information. Comparing to general image level description, generating more
specific and accurate sentences on the different regions can
satisfy more personal requirements for different people. Experimental evaluations validate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.8 [Image Processing And Computer Vision]: Scene
Analysis — Object recognition; I.2.10 [Artificial Intelligence]: Vision and Scene Understanding — perceptual reasoning

Keywords
Image Description; Object Detection; Region Optimization;
Convolutional Neural Networks; Recurrent Neural Networks

1.

INTRODUCTION

An image contains a lot of information from various aspects. Automatically describing the content of an image
using natural language is a challenging task which should
on the one hand accurately provide the object and activity
information to avoid delivering the wrong message; on the
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GT: A child holding a flowered umbrella and petting a yak.
F: (33.33) a group of people riding on the back of a brown horse.

R: (50.00) a group of cows
standing in a field.

R: (63.64) a man and a woman
standing next to a large elephant

GT: A woman eating vegetables in front of a stove.
F: (62.50) a woman is holding a plate of food

R: (33.33) a white plate with a piece
of cake on top of it

R: (62.50) a woman is eating a
piece of pizza

Figure 1: Image description based on regions, compared to full image description. GT: ground truth.
F: full image description. R: region based description
other hand, the description should be as more coverage as
possible to avoid miss important information. Compared
with conventional image classification and object recognition tasks, which have been studied for a long time in the
multimedia and computer vision community, an image description should capture not only the objects contained in an
image, but it also must express how these objects relate to
each other, as well as how their attributes and the activities
are involved in. Moreover, the above semantic knowledge
(e.g. objects, attributes, activities) has to be expressed in a
natural language like English, which means that a language
model is required in addition to visual understanding. Image
description has many important application requirements.
For example, it can help visually impaired people better understand the content of the image content. The vivid and
informative image description is also helpful to satisfy our
daily needs such as image searching, human-to-machine interaction, and mobile visual assistance.
Recently, some works [2, 1, 14, 7] have been proposed
to generate image descriptions with natural sentences. M.

Mitchell et al. [2] introduce a novel system by leveraging syntactically informed word co-occurrence statistics and
generating syntactic trees from visual methods, which composes human-like descriptions of images. Socher et al. [1]
introduce a max-margin structure based predicting architecture, which is recovered by recursive neural networks both
in complex scene images and sentences. Oriol Vinyals et
al. [14] present a novel model training recurrent neural networks (RNN) model base on the convolutional neural networks (CNN) features to generate natural sentences for describing images. Girish Kulkarni et al. [7] present a system
to automatically generate natural language descriptions for
images, which exploits statistics gleaned from parsing large
quantities of text data and image recognition algorithms.
However, most of the existing works only focus on image
description of the whole image, which is limited to represent the the rich information in the image content and are
deficiency on personalized applications. For example, when
someone wants to get the detailed information of specific
position in front of a camera or Google glass, the full image
description will be insufficient. Kapathy and Li [6] present a
model that generates free-form natural language description
of image regions. However, their region descriptions are only
annotated with lists of keywords, which is still not suitable
enough for practical applications. Detailed image description on image regions to acquire rich visual explanations
with sentences have not been investigated yet.
In this paper, we focus on describing images with regions
obtained from object detection, aiming to fill the gap and
conquer the problem mentioned above. In the proposed approach, an object detection procedure is firstly used to generate candidate regions. An RNN is then trained to learn
the describing models between image regions and sentences.
Finally, all the regions are used for generating the image
descriptions. Region based image description can give more
informative representation of an image, which includes some
descriptions even the ground truth sentences of benchmark
datasets have not recorded. As is shown in Figure 1, where
GT means ground truth image description, values like 33.33
are evaluation scores of the corresponding descriptions. The
region description can generate sentences like, ’a group of
cows standing in a field’, ’a white plate with a piece of cake
on top of it’. Note that the description of the two regions
in the images are not appeared in ground truth sentences.
From the experimental analysis, it can be observed that description of regions can be better than or comparable to full
image description.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section
2, the proposed framework is described in detail. Evaluation
and experimental results are provided in Section 3. Finally,
Section 4 concludes our paper.

Prediction regions

Full image description:
two people are in a canoe on a lake

In this paper, we proposed a visual to semantic framework
to conduct detailed image description, which aims to generate rich image descriptions through object detection and
sentence generation. The architecture of proposed system is
shown in Figure 2. Firstly, R-CNN [3], the state-of-the-art
object detection method, is adopted to detect image regions
of objects. Then a 16 layers convolutional neural network
model (VGG) [12] is used to extract visual features for each

CNN

CNN

4096-D feature

4096-D feature

RNN
Region based description:
1. a man in a yellow kayak is paddling through a river
2. a boy in a blue shirt is sitting on a rock wall
3. a man in a blue shirt is sitting on a wooden bench
4. a woman in a bathing suit is sitting on a boat with a
white and black dog

RNN
Region based description :

a man in a yellow kayak
is paddling through a
river

Figure 2: The framework of our region based image
description model
region. Finally, the language model of RNN [9] is used to
generate the sentences for image regions. In addition, we
propose an optimization method to select the optimal region to generate sentence.

2.2

Object Detection

Object detection has been extensively studied in the last
decade. Currently, R-CNN [3] based method is the state-ofthe-art framework, which uses selective search [13] to find
candidate object window proposals, then extracts CNN features for detection.
In this paper, the R-CNN model [3] trained on the 200category ILSVRC2014 detection challenge dataset is utilized
to detect objects and generate image regions. As the corresponding regions of detected objects represent the prominent and significant area of an image, the image description
based on these regions can be meaningful and informative.

2.3

Region Optimization

Although R-CNN is the state-of-the-art object detection
methods, it can not guarantee the perfect performance in our
task. On one hand, the detection results may contain some
fault objects. On the other hand, even the right detection
objects may contribute little to the final image description.
To reduce the number of the useless detection regions, we
define X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 } to be the four cues of region selection, x1 : “size: area ratio”, x2 : “location: coordinate center position ratio”, x3 : “the universality of label”, x4 : “prediction score” , and W = {w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 } be the optimization parameter. The objective function is: Y = max W ∗ X,
and Y is the final description score of regions.

2.4
2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
2.1 Overview

Region optimization:
max W*X

R-CNN

Image Description

For image description, the RNN model [6] trained on Flickr8K
and MSCOCO datasets are adopted for our image description task. First, the 16-layers CNN network (VGG) [12]
trained on the ImageNet dataset [11], is utilized for feature
extraction. Then the RNN model is adopted to generate
sentence descriptions for image regions. The core of RNN
model is Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [4], which has
shown state-of-the-art performance on sequence tasks such
as translation.
The RNN takes the region pixels R and a sequence of input
vectors (x1 , ..., xT ). It then computes a sequence of hidden

states (h1 , ..., ht ) and a sequence of outputs (y1 , ..., yt ) by
iterating the following recurrence relation for t = 1 to N :
x−1 = V GG( R ),
ht = LST M (ht−1 , xt−1 ), t ∈ {1, ..., N },
yt = sof tmax (ht , xt ), t ∈ {1, ..., N }.
With the raw generated regions for an image by object detection, there will be several sentences, which contain more
detailed and informative contents of the image. And through
our region optimization method, there will be one final region and a sentence description for an image, which is comparable with the conventional full image description. Both
of the results will be described in our experiments to validate
the effectiveness of our method.

2.5

(29.41) a woman in a bathing suit
is sitting on a boat with a dog

(50.00) a man in a blue shirt is
sitting on a wooden bench

Evaluation Metrics

The most commonly used metric so far in the image description literature is the BLEU score [10], which evaluates
a candidate sentence by measuring the fraction of n-grams
that appear in a set of references. So we evaluate our method
with the BLEU score.

3.

EXPERIMENTS

3.1

Image Datasets

We evaluate the proposed methods on two datasets: Flickr8K
[5] and MSCOCO [8]. Flickr8K consists of 8091 images and
5 ground truth sentence descriptions for each image, and
we follow the common train/test split. For the MSCOCO
dataset, we use 80k images and corresponding sentence descriptions for training and 1k images for testing. For each
dataset, we run two experiments for comparison: one is the
conventional full image description, the other is the proposed
region based rich image description, and both methods use
the same CNN and RNN model.

3.2

GT: A man and a baby are in a yellow kayak on water
F: (66.67) two people are in a canoe on a lake

Image Description of Regions

Through RCNN, each image proposes an average of 4 regions (range from 1 to 9). Then a 16-layers VGG net is
adopted to extract features of the regions. At last the 4090D features are imported to the LSTM model for sentence
generation and there will be several sentences for each image. These sentences can be totally different from ground
truth sentences. As are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 3
.We can generate more specific sentences from the different
regions in the image, while the ground truth sentence only
focus on the whole image.
We also use the region optimization method described in
section 2.3 to select one best region for evaluation. And the
reason why we choose the four cues as the region evaluation
criteria is that, in experiment it is observed that regions
with bigger size and closer to the image center perform well
in image description, which is also unsurprising with the
truth that salient region with large area and close to the
center of image can represent the whole image. In addition, regions with universal label such as person, animal,
fruit, furniture are also more representative. Finally, sentence score of region is also an important index to evaluate
description performance.
To make comparison of our method and the conventional
full image description, we also exert the full image description use the same CNN and RNN model, except the detection procedure.

(50.00) a boy in a blue shirt is
sitting on a rock wall

(63.64) a man in a yellow kayak
is paddling through a river

Figure 3: Visual display of the result. GT: ground
truth sentence. F: full image description. The numbers indicate the BLEU1 score of sentences.
Table 1: Result of Flickr8K dataset
Types
ID
IDR(mean)
IDR(max)
ID+IDR

3.3

BLEU1
51.9873
46.6835
52.5900
62.2139

BLEU2
30.7134
25.327
32.1969
42.7559

BLEU3
13.6014
10.2291
15.0766
23.9343

BLEU4
5.9712
4.0732
6.2731
11.3113

Evaluation Results

As the most commonly used metric so far in the image
description literature is the BLEU score, we choose four indicators, BLEUn (n={1, 2, 3, 4}), as the evaluation metrics. And the bigger the values of BLEU1, BLEU2, BLEU3,
BLEU4 are, the better.
Table 1 and Table 2 illustrate the comparison results of
Flickr8K and MSCOCO datasets, respectively.
ID indicates the baseline image description method which
generate sentence from the whole image. IDR is our approach of image description based on regions, and IDR (mean)
is the mean value of BLEU score of all regions, IDR (max) is
the max value of the regions score can be. ID+IDR means
the combination of full image description and region based
image description, and the value is the max BLEU score it
can be. Experiments on the two datasets demonstrate that
image description based on regions can contain more content
than full image description.
To display the effectiveness of our region optimization
method, we compare the results of different methods as
shown in Figure 4. IDR-O is our approach with region opti-

Table 2: Result of MSCOCO dataset
Types
ID
IDR(mean)
IDR(max)
ID+IDR

BLEU1
57.2717
50.6205
59.2985
64.0047

BLEU2
36.1942
27.4891
38.5430
44.5745

BLEU3
17.5965
10.7494
18.8187
24.8785

BLEU4
7.8787
4.6179
8.9793
12.5477
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Figure 4:
Comparison of IDR-O and ID for
MSCOCO dataset.

[4]

mization. ID+IDR-O means the combination of full image
description and our method with region optimization. It can
be seen that our region optimization method can generate a
comparable sentence as full image description, which demonstrate that image can be described by representative regions.
Image description with region optimization (IDR-O) is better than the mean of region descriptions (IDR-mean), which
is due to the reduction of noisy regions of images. And the
the combination of two methods(ID+IDR-O) achieves the
best performance. It is worth mentioning that for some pure
scene image without significant objects, the region based description may degrade severely. So the combination of full
image description and region based description gets the best
performance.

[5]

4.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a method to generate rich descriptions for image regions. In the proposed model, three
deep neural networks are adopted to generate image regions
(R-CNN), extract features (VGG) and generate descriptive
sentences (RNN). The experimental results on Flickr8K and
MSCOCO datasets verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method. We showed that image description based on regions
can represent the whole image sufficiently to a great extent,
even contains more detailed information out of the ground
truth sentences. The proposed region optimization method
can select a suitable region for an image and achieve comparable descriptive effect to the full image description. And
the full image description and region based description can
be complementary.
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